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Dear Ms. Monroe,
This message is in response to the article in Monday's Concord Monitor regarding the Northern Pass
hearing. I regret I have not paid enough attention to this matter. I did not realize a decision to allow
Northern Pass through NH was ever made.   
I will use writing this message as a method of relaying my opinion on Northern Pass and it’s impact on
not only Concord, but all of NH.
1.      I have never been supportive of the installation of power lines through this state for several
reasons.
A.      I will not reap any benefit from the power travelling through the lines.
B.      None of my neighbors will reap any benefit from the power travelling through the lines.
C.      I believe any property owner who will have a power lines going across their mountain, lake or
river view will demand lower property valuations. This would negatively impact all property owners.
We will have to ‘absorb the difference’ to make up for what I imagine will be huge property tax losses.
D.      The fact that NY or VT never implemented Northern Pass tells me those states are more
concerned with their citizens and their environment. Aside from temporary jobs for a small group of
people, what is in this for NH?
E.      If the state agrees to this scarring of New Hampshire, they are sending mixed signals. Instead of
preserving our environment, supporting local businesses, protecting residents and encouraging tourism,
they would be supporting a business that only wants to use us for their own bottom line.
F.      Shame on Eversource (and shame on NH) for allowing them to decide what the landscape of our
great state will become.
G.      I SAY NO TO NORTHERN PASS THROUGH NH…. Burying lines is not even an option in my humble
opinion.
Sincerely,
Ellen Boudreau
Concord, NH
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